
Scottish Education 
and The Cuts

With all the talk of education cuts, it is easy to confuse the Scottish situation 
with the one facing our friends, family and/or comrades south of the border. 
This handy guide is designed to help you digest and disseminate the facts.

http://networkactionglasgow.wordpress.com

There are a lot of facts and figures 

being thrown around:

• £200m less for higher and            

further education (from £2.715bn 

to £2.481bn)

• 3% “efficiency savings”.

• £118.2m from capital funding for 

higher and further education insti-

tutions.

• 12% cut to colleges and univer-

sities.

• pay freeze for public sector work-

ers earning £21,000pa or more 

“sets a framework” for discussions 

on pay with NHS, teachers, police 

and firefighters.

• Scottish Government expendi-

ture cut by 7% from 2011 and 

capital spending by 40%.

• £67m from SFHEFC funding.

• SAAS will see cuts of £20m.

WHAT DO THEY ALL MEAN?

The big media stories are focusing on        

university students, so let’s start there:

Directly cutting universities’ budgets will 

lead to one or more of the following: pay 

freezes, staff reductions, departmental 

spending restrictions or resources diverted 

to income-generation. 

However they manifest themselves, these 

cuts will be passed onto the workers (likely 

to be teaching staff over research staff, who  

generate income from their work in more 

direct ways), and will reach students in the 

form of fewer courses on offer, larger class 

sizes, or smaller intakes.

£14m has already been sliced from SAAS’ 

fees, grants and bursaries budget, all of 

which help the poorest of students access 

higher education opportunities and ensure 

not all Scottish doctors, lawyers, teachers 

and politicians come from privileged back-

grounds.

The reduction in available places will          

result in university education becoming 

more exclusive at a time of plummeting         

employment opportunities, reinforcing the 

neo-liberal mythology of commodities and 

their market-value.
continued inside

For media enquiries on Scottish student 
walk-out and day of action, call 
0751 160 4425
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... Universities, Colleges and Schools
continued from front page 

aren’t the only ones
Universities Scotland 

Scottish top-up fees

hapless policy

 further deepening the class divide in education.

15 percent of the UK students accepted by Scottish 
universities last year were English

exacerbate the exclu-
sivity of universities

while continuing to obstruct access to students 
from less traditional educational backgrounds.

For a list of references used in writing this document, visit our website:

Although Highers students will hang onto 

the EMA for the foreseeable future, state-

funded education is facing a realignment 

that can only be described as ideological.

Councils have been asked to reduce their 

spending by 2.4% while increasing the 

number of new teachers being offered jobs. 

With effective cuts of £450m next year,     

Cosla, EIS and SSTA have warned that 

jobs will be cut - with an overall net loss 

estimated at 900.

With a reduction in teaching staff, class siz-

es or extra-curricular activities will suffer. 

The cuts will, as always, be passed to the 

least privileged in society - pupils whose 

parents or guardians cannot provide them 

with additional educational or extracurric-

ular support will lose out.

Further education colleges are set to fare 

little better with a reduction of £39m in 

their SFHEFC funding. 

As with universities and schools, the 

staff and resource cuts will be felt most 

keenly by students with the least per-

sonal access to resources.

There is no educational establishment 

where the poorest students will not be 

hardest hit by these proposed cuts. 

In every sphere of education, material 

wealth will take further precedence than 

it already does over thirst for knowledge 

and a desire to learn and share experi-

ences. 

WHAT ABOUT SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES?
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These regressive spending policies prop 

up traditional educational hierarchies.

They undermine the rhetoric of “edu-

cation for all” while sabotaging the 

hard-fought victories of all those 

who have risen above socio-econom-

ic challenges to create education-

al opportunities for themselves. 

Decades of work on breaking down bar-

riers to education will be laid to 

waste. The barriers will reinstat-

ed by institutions being forced to 

choose survival over diversity and 

plurality, and buttressed by mak-

ing exclusive spaces for learning.

For now, student fInanc-

es are untouched by these cuts. 

However, while acting as a response 

to the new Westminster government^s 

Budget and Comprehensive Spend-

ing Review, the Draft Scottish Budg-

et forms part of the SNP^s mani-

festo for next year^s election. 

We have seen this attempt at buck-

passing happen before: during the fI-

nancial crisis two years ago, billions 

of pounds were poured into fLounder-

ing banks by the Labour government. 

While the cost of this is now being 

transferred back to ordinary people by 

a coalition government ideologically 

opposed to holding the private sector 

accountable, this is besides the very 

plain fact that our money was given away 

willy-nilly by Gordon Brown^s cabinet.

The differences in impact of the 

cuts in Scotland and England or 

Wales need only be temporary. 

With £1.3 billion taken from the 

Scottish component of the West-

minster budget, as well as loss of 

Scottish Variable Tax (Tartan Tax) 

powers, the incoming Scottish Gov-

ernment (in whatever form it takes) 

may not actually have much choice. 

Not yet starving - but for how much longer?
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Student protest - Beijing, 1989

Mass teach-in - Vienna, 2009

Poll tax riots - London, 1990
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To download this factsheet in a PDF to print and share, visit our website:
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What can we do?
 Fight the cuts
We should start out by protecting what is good and cher-
ished about our country. Education and the welfare state 
are not only ways for people to survive and better them-
selves, they are signs of a community that cares and will 

look after each other. 

     Imagine and Create Alternatives 
The Really Open University in Leeds is one example of a 
visionary alternative:  Imagine an education system where partici-
pants teach what inspires them, and learn what they are passionate about   a  
space where people share and develop their skills and knowledge not in the 
individual quest for jobs and profit but in a mutual attempt to create a more 
equitable and sustainable world...  http://www.reallyopenuniversity.org

Also, workers co-operatives that don't put making money as 
their core reason for being, where all share equally in 
the work and maybe share the extra with the local commu-
nity or other causes. In fact, any work that helps sustain 
yourself and your community, such as allotments, micro-
renewable energy projects or alternative housing projects 

are great ways to protect each other and to share. 

       Build for self management 
Self-management means people coming together in commu-
nities and workplaces to make democratic decisions about 
how things will be run. If we take over our workplaces, 
our schools and universities, our pubs and community cen-
tres, and eventually our councils and government, then 
we can truly have control over the decisions that affect 
us. We can shake off the idea that making money is the 
most important factor in every decision and start putting 
each others' needs at the heart of our decision-making. 
There are examples of communities that live like this 
worldwide and the methods by which the organise, with-
out leaders, are an inspiration to all - though talked 
about by few.   

But you dont want to get any silly ideas now do you? 
So if you visit our website (below) you'll find a picture of 
monkey bouncers, NOT info about other communities...
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